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Dear editor, dear reviewers,

On November 29, 2021, we submitted the following manuscript to The Cryosphere (TC)
titled: "The effect of changing sea ice on wave climate trends along Alaska’s central
Beaufort Sea coast" (MS No.: tc-2021-343). On January 25, 2022, we were informed that
the open discussion was closed. We received positive feedback on the work done but both
reviewers had several useful comments and suggestions. Below are point-by-point replies
to all specific questions and suggestions. Attached you will also find the revised
manuscript with the changes made to address the review comments tracked.

Kind regards,

Kees Nederhoff

RC2: 'Comment on tc-2021-343', Anonymous Referee #2, 22 Dec 2021

This study investigates the wave climate change in Alaska’s central Beaufort Sea coast
based on high-resolution wave simulations. With ice decline, some wave climate change
trends are identified. Before I can recommend the paper to be published, some unclear
points should be addressed.

We appreciate the time Reviewer #2 has spent going over the manuscript in detail and
providing very relevant input. Below you find point-by-point replies to all specific
questions and suggestions

General comments:

I am not sure that I fully follow how model calibration was done.The authors compared
the different friction formulations and coefficients. Even though, the authors have given
references to those formulations. Instead of going to read the references, I strongly
suggest that the authors give a general introduction about those formulations (like they



did for the wave decay by ice). What is the main difference between those formulations? 

We agree with Reviewer #2 of the value of adding more information on the
bottom friction and have therefore added this in the revised version of the
manuscript (L156-163).

 

L194-197: Why do the authors give the calibration information in the caption of Figure 4?
Is there any logical connection with Figure 4?

We apologize for this formatting mistake. We have corrected this in the revised version of
the manuscript.

 

L142-148: I suggest that the information about calibration here should be moved and
merged with L230-235.

We agree that this was not the most logical location. However, we have
combined this part of the text in the ‘Methods’. Moreover, we rephrased several
sentences to make it clearer what was done (L205-2018).

 

20% of the data were used for the ice season calibration, which is stated in L234.
However, in L259, it said that “for all 13 observations”. I am confused that how much data
are used for the calibration.

We understand the confusion of Reviewer #2 and have therefore rephrased this
sentence. 20% of the offshore data between 2007 - 2013 combined (1,439 time
points) were used. These are however based on 13 observations in the offshore
region.

 

The impact of air-sea temperature difference on wind growth is used in the model set-up.
Which SST data did you use? ERA5? I would suggest that the authors give some
discussion about the limitation of the SST in the marginal ice zone since it is an important
data source for your simulations.

Reviewer #2 is correct with the assumption that ERA5 was used. We have
clarified this more in the revised version of the manuscript (L192-195) and
included a discussion on the resolution of ERA5 in the discussion (L500-515).

 

The finest model resolution is about 500m in the simulations. The wind forcing data from
ERA5 is about 30km. Many small-scale wind variations cannot be captured by ERA5 in the
marginal ice zone. I am wondering why did you use so coarse resolution wind data for so
high-resolution wave simulations. At least some discussions about this issue should be
added to the manuscript.

We agree with Reviewer #2. A similar point was brought up by Reviewer #1. We
have therefore extended the discussion section to include this point (L500-515).



 

From my understanding, the wind sea is largely decayed by ice in the marginal ice zone.
In the relative small domain areas, the waves are mainly dominated by swell during the
ice season, is it true? If it is the case, I would assume that the accuracy of the simulations
during the ice season is largely affected by the wave boundary conditions, right?

In this relatively small area, the accuracy of the model computations is indeed
strongly driven by offshore boundary conditions.  Despite the 0.25° resolution
ERA5, it is chosen here as a convenient tool widely used to study multi-decadal
evolution of wind, wave, and sea ice conditions in the Arctic. It provides needed
information on, besides offshore wave conditions, of wind speed and ice
concentration. See for example, Figure 6 in which we varied the coefficient of the
IC4M2 ice model. This shows how important the ice concentration is in decaying
offshore wave energy.

 

 

Detail comments:

 

Figure 1: it will be easier for readers to get the water depth distribution if you add the
topographer information in Figure 1 or Figure 4.

We agree with Reviewer #2 and have therefore added depth contours to Figure
4.

 

Figure 2: Give the information that the location of the ERA5 is shown in Figure 1.  L110: 
“110^oN” to “110^o”; “75^oN” to “110^o”

We have changed the caption of Figure 2 in order to correctly describe the
coordinates of the ERA5 wind rose.

 

Figure 3: Are the data shown in the figure the area average?

This data is based on an offshore point and is averaged per day. The spread in
the data shows the variability from year to year. See the caption of Figure 3 for
more information.

 

Section 3.1.1: the authors use the ERA5 information in the previous section and figures.
The introduction of ERA5 data is in the later section.

That is correct. Due the lack of observational data, we have used ERA5 for the
site description. This is not ideal since, as observed by Reviewer #2, however we
felt this was warranted due to the limited other sources available to base this on.

 



L120-121: the resolution of the wind field is not 0.5 degrees or did you use 0.5degree
resolution wind for the wave simulations?

We used the highest resolution available from ERA5. That is 0.5 degrees for the
wave conditions and 0.25 degrees for the atmosphere. We have clarified that in
the revised version of the manuscript (L123-124).

 

L125: Did you use mean wave direction or peak wave direction?

We used the Tm0,1 throughout this study and have clarified the wave parameters
and their computation in the revised version of the manuscript (L220-225).

 

L129: Foggy island Bay -> FIB

We have changed this and used the acronym instead.

 

L138: What are Tp and Dp? Peak wave period and peak wave direction?

We have changed this and written the different parameters out.

 

L145-149: Which domain is used for the calibration?

All model domains were utilized for the calibration and validation. We have
clarified this in the revised manuscript (L210).

 

L175-178: Give more information about the \Omega. How does Omega is used in the wind
input term?

We added an example in the Materials and Methods section (L181-182).

 

L213: n->N

We are not sure where Reviewer #2 is referring to and have therefore not been
able to address this comment.

 

L215: “wave height”->” significant wave height”; “wave period”->”mean wave period”, etc

We agree with Reviewer #2 and have therefore used the symbol and introduced
the parameters in the new ‘Wave parameters’ section.

 



Figure 5B: What is T_{m0}? You use T_m as the mean wave period in the above text.

We added more information in the Methods section (L220-225).

 

L254: Table 2->Table 3

Changed the number in the revised manuscript.

 

L259: Table 2->Table 3.

Changed the number in the revised manuscript.

 

L260: In Eq 2, there are six coefficients. Here, why only two coefficients for the
calibration?

We understand the misunderstanding and therefore clarified in the Materials and
Methods section that previous work has only used c2 and c4 and excluded the
other coefficients (i.e. others coefficients are zero)

 

L254: data in 2007 or 2019 (caption in Figure 6)?

It should be 2007. In the revised manuscript we have revised the caption.

 

L265: What is 5% PI in figure 6C?

That is 5% exceedance probability. We have included this in the caption of
Figure 6 in the revised manuscript.

 

L284: Figure 7B is wave period or wave height? The ylabel shows H_s, I think it should be
Tm.

The caption of the figure is incorrect. We are presenting two timeseries of wave
height. In the revised version of the manuscript we have adjusted the caption
(L312-314).

 

L285: I am confused about the data. In the title of the figure, they are 2020A and
2020B+C. In the caption, they are #0519-1 and 0519-2. If you check the Table1, 2020A
is #0518.

We understand the confusion of Reviewer #2 and have therefore changed the
caption in the revised version of the manuscript (L312-314). The title of the
subplots is the name of the observation. Upper panel (A) is 2020A (Spotter



#0518) and bottom panel (B) is 2020B and 2020C (#0519-1 and #0519-2). See
Table 1 for an overview of field measurements.

 

L334: Table 3->Table 4

Changed the number in the revised manuscript.

 

L354: Table 3->Table 4

Changed the number in the revised manuscript.

 

L370: How did you identify the storms?

An analysis identified per calendar year, the annual maximum wave height of the
year and associated storm date. The result is a list 41 annual maximum wave
heights and associated storm date per calendar year.

 

L379 mean wave period or peak wave period?

Mean wave period. We have elaborated on this the Methods section of the paper.

 

L389: mean wave direction or peak wave direction?

Mean wave period. We have elaborated on this the Methods section of the paper.

 

L397: Table 3->Table 4

Changed the number in the revised manuscript.

 

L400: How did you calculate the wave power? Based on wave spectrum or bulk
parameters?

We have added the equation for wave power in the revised version of the
manuscript (L239).

 

Figure 14: Please give the location of the transaction in one figure.

We agree with Reviewer #2 and have therefore labeled this transect in Figure 1.

 



L408: Table 3->Table 4

Changed the number in the revised manuscript.

 

L470: Liu et al. 2016 -> Liu et al. (2016)

We made this correct in the revised version of the manuscript.

 

L495: the in this study-> in this study the

We made this correct in the revised version of the manuscript.
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